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A Powerful Maintenance Tracking App

DEKRA Equipment Maximization Tracker helps
boost profits by reducing downtime.
TM

If auto repair shops want to maintain profitability, it’s critical to avoid unplanned
lift-bay downtime. A typical shop disruption can cost between $1,000 and
$2,000 in lost billable time—not including equipment repair costs and the
potential drop in customer satisfaction. With DEKRA’s Equipment Maximization
Tracker, collision centers can proactively manage key equipment maintenance
activities, resulting in less downtown and increased profitability.
DEKRA EMT is a convenient app that allows you to stay a step ahead of
equipment maintenance issues and avoid equipment breakdowns. This
cutting-edge solution tracks and documents key equipment maintenance and
performance issues. DEKRA EMT sends reminders when maintenance checks
are due, tracks action items and completion status, stores data and images
and much more. With all the maintenance info you need at your fingertips,
this valuable app offers peace of mind and enhanced safety.

Awesome Advantages
Join forces with DEKRA
to enjoy these benefits:
Higher Profits:
Because it allows you to
proactively manage equipment
maintenance, DEKRA EMT
leads to less downtime and
increased profitability.

Customized Solutions:
Our highly customizable app
can be tailored to meet your
unique needs.

Cloud-Based Access:
Track key maintenance activities
across multiple locations from
anywhere on almost any device.

Discover the DEKRA Difference
A trusted name in safety since 1925, DEKRA specializes in testing, inspection
and certification. Globally, we employ 43,000 people in more than 56 countries,
and our clients include the world’s largest auto manufacturers. We’ve enjoyed
a strong partnership with German and European OE collision programs in
North America since 2014. Our mission is to drive safety at work, at home
and on the road.

Unmatched Expertise:
DEKRA works with the largest
German and European OE
collision programs in North
America and across the globe.

Peace of Mind:
Enhance employee safety and
maintain compliance with
DEKRA EMT.

For more info or to schedule a demo,
contact us today!
liftsafety.na@dekra.com | dekra.us/EMT

Streamlined Processes:
Simplify difficult and timeconsuming maintenance activities
with this cutting-edge app.

